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Reflective in-plane switching liquid crystal displays
Yubao Sun, Zhidong Zhang, and Hongmei Ma
Department of Applied Physics, Hebei University of Technology, Tianjin, 300130,
People’s Republic of China

Xinyu Zhu and Shin-Tson Wua)

School of Optics/CREOL, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816

~Received 11 February 2002; accepted 14 January 2003!

The performance of a reflective in-plane switching~IPS! liquid crystal display is simulated by the
parameter space method. The IPS electrodes and reflectors can be separately fabricated on the top
and bottom substrates. The normally black reflective in-plane switching display shows wide viewing
angle, high contrast ratio, weak color dispersion, and fast response time. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1558967#

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal displays~LCD! have been used widely in
commercial products. Three types of LCD: transmissive, re-
flective, and transflective, have been developed to meet dif-
ferent application requirements. In the transmissive LCD, a
backlight and two polarizers are commonly used. The dis-
play exhibits a high contrast ratio (.300:1) and good color
saturation. In the reflective LCD, the ambient light is used
for reading the displayed information. Several reflective
LCD have been developed.1 The mainstream approach uses a
single polarizer and a quarter-wave film. Due to the surface
and interface reflections, the reflective LCD exhibits a mod-
est contrast ratio (,50:1) and color saturation. The major
advantage of reflective LCDs is their low power consump-
tion. However, a reflective LCD is difficult to view at dark
ambient. To overcome this problem, a transflective LCD has
been developed.2,3 There, a pixel is divided into two subpix-
els, one responsible for reflective and another for transmis-
sive display. A thin backlight is incorporated into a transflec-
tive LCD for using at dark ambient.

Several reflective nematic LCD modes have been inves-
tigated. These include twist nematic electrically controlled
birefringence mode,4 hybrid field effect,5 mixed-mode twist
nematic~MTN! cell,6 and homeotropic~also called vertical-
aligned! cell.7 A general problem of these reflective modes is
that their viewing angle is rather narrow (;640°). For
palm-sized displays, such viewing cone maybe adequate.
However, for large screen displays, a much wider viewing
cone is required.

The in-plane switching~IPS! mode has been used for
large-screen transmissive LCD because of its excellent view-
ing angle.8–10 In this article, we extend the IPS mode into
reflective liquid crystal displays. We use the parameter space
representation method11 to compute the reflective in-plane
switching ~R–IPS! mode with a retardation compensation
film. In addition to wide viewing angle, the R-IPS mode also
exhibits weak color dispersion.

II. PARAMETER SPACE REPRESENTATION

The parameter space representation is a useful method
for optimizing LC cell parameters for a particular LCD.11

The static optical properties of any reflective nematic LC cell
is determined mainly by three parameters: the angle~a! be-
tween the polarizer and the front LC director, the liquid crys-
tal twist angle f, and the cell gap-birefringence product
dDn. Thus, for a given parameter, the reflectance of a LCD
can be plotted in a two-dimensional~2D! contour diagram.
The Jones matrix for the LC cell with uniform twist and tilt
is given by12–14

M5S A1 iB 2C2 iD

C2 iD A2 iB D , ~1!

where

A5cosf cosbd1
f

bd
sinf sinbd, ~2!

B5
ka

b
cosf sinbd, ~3!

C5sinf cosbd2
f

bd
cosf sinbd, ~4!

D5
ka

b
sinf sinbd. ~5!

In Eqs.~2!–~5!, f andd are the twist angle and LC cell gap,
respectively, and

bd5@~kad!21f2#1/2, ~6!

kad5pDnd/l, ~7!

here

Dn5ne~u!2no , ~8!

is the effective birefringence of the tilted liquid crystals,no is
the ordinary refractive index andne(u) is the extraordinary
index at an average director tilt angle ofu and is given by the
following expression:a!Electronic mail: swu@mail.ucf.edu
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1

ne
2~u!

5
cos2 u

ne
2 1

sin2 u

no
2 . ~9!

In the voltage-off state, the tilt angleu;0. Hence,Dn5ne

2no . At a given wavelengthl, the Jones matrix is com-
pletely defined oncef anddDn are given.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

The display configuration we used for simulations is de-
picted in Fig. 1. It consists of a polarizer, LC cell, a quarter-
wave film, and a reflector. It should be mentioned that in the
reflective IPS mode, thel/4 film should be imbedded under
the LC layer. If thel/4 film is sitting between the polarizer
and the LC layer, the linearly polarized light~after polarizer!
is turned to circularly polarized light after passing thel/4
film once. As its name implies, in the in-plane switching the
LC directors are reoriented in the same plane. Thus, the re-
flectance is indistinguishable at the voltage off or on states.
For an IPS display, the normally black mode is preferred
because it provides an excellent dark state atV50. However,
the dark state of the normally white mode occurs in a high
voltage. Near the IPS electrodes, the LC alignments are dis-
turbed by the electric field resulting in a noticeable light
leakage. Thus, the contrast ratio is deteriorated.

In our calculations, we assume that the polarizer makes
an anglea and the fast axis of the retardation film makes an
angleg with respect to the front LC director, andd is the
phase retardation value of the compensation film. Under such
circumstances, the normalized reflectance (R; by ignoring
the optical losses from the polarizer and substrates! of such a
display is expressed as follows

R5U~cosa,sina!•HMH21FM•S cosa
sina DU2

, ~10!

here

F5S cosg sing

2sing cosg D S e2 id 0

0 eidD S cosg 2sing

sing cosg D
~11!

is the square of the Jones matrix of the retardation film, and

H5S cosf sinf

2sinf cosf D . ~12!

In Eq. ~10!, HMH21 represents the Jones matrix of the nem-
atic cell with light traveling in the opposite direction. Figure
2~a! shows a contour plot of Eq.~10! with a50°, g545°,
and l5550 nm, and Fig. 2~b! shows a similar plot witha

545°, g545°, andl5550 nm. The retardation film is cho-
sen to be al/4 film andd5p/2 in Eq. ~11!. The twist angle
f anddDn are used as adjustable parameters.

Figure 3 shows the calculated reflectance contours of a
homogeneous cell at various polarizer angles and the corre-
spondingdDn values. As shown in Fig. 3, in the voltage-off

FIG. 1. Device configuration of the proposed reflective IPS display. In the
voltage-off state, the LC directors are at an angleF with respect to the IPS
electrodes.

FIG. 2. ~a! Solution space for the proposed R–IPS LCD. The polarizer axis
and the fast axis of thel/4 film are ata50° andg545°, respectively, with
respect to the front LC director. The constant reflectivity contours are in step
of 10%. ~b! Same as~a! except for a545° and g545°. The constant
reflectivity contours are in steps of 10%.

FIG. 3. The calculated reflectance contours of the R–IPS mode using a
homogeneous LC cell at various polarizer angles and the corresponding
dDn values.
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state, the reflectanceR50 whena50° or 90°. This dark
state is independent of thedDn value, which implies to a
large cell gap tolerance. On the other hand, whena545° or
135°, R51 regardless ofdDn.

The earlier analyses correspond to the standard IPS
mode employing a homogeneous LC cell, i.e., the twist angle
f50. The polarizer’s axis is parallel to the LC directors.
Thus, the incoming linearly polarized light experiences no
phase retardation after traversing the LC cell once. After
passing thel/4 film ~oriented at 45° to the LC directors!
twice, the linearly polarized light remains linear except that
its axis is rotated by 90°. At this stage, the returned light
polarization is perpendicular to the LC directors. Again, no
phase retardation occurs after traversing the LC layer for the
second time. The outgoing beam is absorbed by the polarizer
resulting in a dark state.

In the voltage-on state, the lateral electric field rotates
the LC directors by 45° in order to achieve maximum reflec-
tance. The LC cell and thel/4 film together function as
phase retarders. The total phase retardationD, after double
pass, should be 2p in order to transmit the polarizer at high
efficiency

D52~d6p/2!52p. ~13!

In Eq. ~13!, if the on-state LC directors are parallel to the
axis of thel/4 film, then their phase retardations are addi-
tive. If orthogonal, then their phase retardations are subtrac-
tive. For the interest of minimizing thedDn value, thel/4
film axis should be oriented parallel to the on-state LC di-
rectors so that their phase retardations are additive. Knowing
that d52pdDn/l, we find the lowest orderdDn value is
l/4, i.e., the LC layer is a quarter-wave plate. If we optimize
the LC cell atl5550 nm, thendDn5137.5 nm. Under this
condition, the 100% reflectance would take place at a very
high voltage.

To lower the operating voltage, we could either increase
the dDn value, the LC orientation angle~F! with respect to
the IPS electrodes or increase the dielectric anisotropy of the
LC mixture. For a given LC mixture andF angle, the on-
state voltage is decreased as the cell gap is increased. How-
ever, increasing LC cell gap would result in a slower re-
sponse time. Therefore, the tradeoff between operating
voltage and response time should be taken into consideration
while designing reflective IPS displays.

Figure 4 plots the voltage dependent reflectance atl
5450, 550, and 650 nm for the homogeneous LC cell with
dDn5190 nm, andF540°. These parameters were chosen
in order to reduce the on-state voltage to;5Vrms. The fol-
lowing LC cell parameters are used for simulations: dielec-
tric constants « i511.4, D«57.6, elastic constantsK11

510 pN, K2257 pN, K33513.6 pN, birefringence Dn
50.069 at l5550 nm, and rotational viscosityg1

50.1 Pa s, and electrode gap 10mm. From Fig. 4, the blue
wavelength reachesR51 at the lowest voltage, followed by
green and red. This is the consequence of the wavelength
effect on phase retardation,d52pdDn/l.

IV. OBLIQUE ANGLE INCIDENCE

Wide viewing angle is an important requirement for
large screen displays. The viewing angle is determined by
the contrast ratio at an oblique incident angleu, and an azi-
muth angleb. In this article, the azimuth angleb50 is de-
fined by the orientation direction of the liquid crystal layer.
Only the birefringence of the liquid crystal and the cell gap
are changed when the oblique incident angle varies.

An aligned liquid crystal is a uniaxial medium. Its effec-
tive birefringence depends on the viewing angle as follows:

Dn~u,b!5ne~u,b!2no , ~14!

hereno is the ordinary refractive index andne(u,b) is the
extraordinary refractive index. If the incident angle is per-
pendicular to the optical axis, thenb590°, and
ne(u,b)b590°[ne . Under this circumstance,Dn(u,b) is re-
duced toDn. If the incident angle is parallel to the optical
axis, thenb50° andne(u,b) has the following form:

n~u,b!b50°51/A~sin2 u/no
21cos2 u/ne

2!, ~15!

and birefringence is reduced to

Dn~u,b!b50°5
neno

Ane
2 sin2 u1no

2 cos2 u
2no . ~16!

For an arbitraryb angle, we can obtainDn(u,b) by replac-
ing the no

2 term in Eq. ~16! with ne
2(b)51/(cos2 b/no

2

1sin2 b/ne
2). Besides the birefringence change, the optical

path length at angleu is also increased by a factor of
1/cos(u):

d~u!5d/cos~u!. ~17!

Then the product ofd andDn for any arbitrary angles ofu
andb is given as follows:

FIG. 4. The voltage-dependent reflectance of the R–IPS cell.dDn
5190 nm. Dn50.069. F540°. WavelengthsR5650, G5550, and B
5450 nm.
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dDn~u,b!5
d

cosu S ne

Ane
2 sin2 u~cos2 b/no

21sin2 b/ne
2!1cos2 u

2noD . ~18!

V. DISCUSSIONS

In this section, the simulated viewing angle and response
time of the reflective IPS mode are presented. Technical
challenges on where to implement the IPS electrodes and
how to imbed thel/4 film between the LC layer and reflector
are discussed.

A. Viewing angle

Figure 5 plots the isocontrast ratio of the reflective IPS
cell with dDn5190 nm andF540°. Its viewing angle is
quite symmetric. Within the 30° viewing cone, the calculated
contrast ratio exceeds 100:1. At670°, the contrast ratio still
has 5:1. As compared to the transmissive IPS mode, the
R–IPS has a narrower viewing angle. This difference arises
from the quarter-wave film employed in the R–IPS. At a
large oblique angle, the broadband quarter-wave film is no
longer a perfect quarter-wave film. The light leakage oc-
curred at a large oblique angle deteriorates the contrast ratio.
On the other hand, in a transmissive IPS LCD, no compen-
sation film is needed. Therefore, the reflective IPS LCD ex-
hibits a narrower viewing angle than the transmissive one.

It should be reminded that during our calculations, all
the surface reflections are ignored. The major technical chal-
lenge for a reflective display is on the specular reflections.
Bumpy reflectors15 and light control films16 have been devel-
oped for separating the displayed images from specular re-
flections while steering the reflected ambient light to a des-
ignated viewing cone. As a result, the display brightness and
contrast ratio are both enhanced.

B. Response time

We also calculated the response time of the 2.75mm
R–IPS cell at eight gray levels. Results are shown in Fig. 6.

Owing to the thin cell gap, the rise and decay times are less
than 20 ms. In a LCD device, the rise time depends on the
applied voltage. The higher the drive voltage, the faster the
rise time. Thus, a lower gray level always has a slower rise
time. However, the intensity change for a lower gray level is
not so significant that our eyes are more forgiven for the
slower change.

C. Quarter-wave film

The major technical challenge of the present device con-
figuration is to imbed thel/4 film between the LC layer and
the reflector. In an earlier publication,17 we have developed a
reflective IPS mode withl/4 sitting between the polarizer
and the LC cell. We could laminate thel/4 film to the po-
larizer. However, this mode uses an 180°-STN cell and its
dark state is relatively sensitive to the cell gap.

The present reflective IPS mode uses a homogeneous
cell. Its dark state is insensitive to the cell gap. Ideally, the
l/4 film should be imbedded in the inner side of the bottom
substrate in order to avoid parallax. Although challenging,
such an approach has been attempted in reflective
guest-host18 and fringing field switching19 displays. There,
the l/4 film is imbedded beneath the LC cell.

D. IPS electrodes

For the in-plane switching, the electric field is on the
transversal direction. In a transmissive IPS LCD, the elec-
trodes are located in the same substrate. However, in a re-
flective IPS LCD, the reflector has to be imbedded on the
inner side of the bottom substrate. In most reflective LCD
using longitudinal electric field, the thin-film-transistors are
hidden beneath the reflector so that the aperture ratio can
exceed 90%.20 Under such a circumstance, the aluminum

FIG. 5. The calculated isocontrast contours of the R–IPS cell.dDn
5190 nm.

FIG. 6. The calculated response time of the R–IPS cell. Cell gapd
52.75mm. F540°.

3923J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 93, No. 7, 1 April 2003 Sun et al.



reflectors also serve as electrodes. However, in our reflective
IPS mode the aluminum reflector and IPS electrodes have to
be properly separated.

In Fig. 1, we show a feasible device structure for imple-
menting the reflective IPS mode. The transparent indium tin
oxide IPS electrodes are fabricated on the top substrate and
the aluminum reflectors are on the bottom substrate. This
configuration has been used by the ERSO group for demon-
strating a high contrast reflective TFT–LCD using MTN
cell.21,22The major advantage of this configuration is that the
top electrode substrate and bottom reflector substrate can be
processed separately. The fabrication process is relatively
simple and the manufacturing yield is high. The concern is
that whether the metallic reflector distorts the electric field
distribution generated by the IPS electrodes. This question is
analyzed in detail in the next section.

E. Voltage distribution

In this section, we calculate the voltage distribution with
the presence of the aluminum reflector in our mode. As
shown in Fig. 1, al/4 film is sitting between the LC layer
and the reflector. The distance between the IPS electrode and
the reflector is the sum of the LC layer and thel/4 film
thicknesses. The effect of the aluminum reflector is deter-
mined by thel/4 film thickness. In our calculations, we as-

sume thel/4 film has thickness of 17.25mm and LC layer
thickness is 2.75mm. Thus, the total distance (d) from the
electrode to the aluminum reflector is 20mm.

We calculated the electrical potential using the 2D
model. The electrical potentialV(x,y) between the elec-
trodes and the reflector is governed by Laplace’s equation

¹2V50. ~19!

Using separation of variables and applying the symmetry
condition, the periodic condition and the boundary condi-
tions, we obtain the following analytical results:

V~x,y!5
V

2

d2y

d
1

4aV

b (
n51

`
1

~np!2 cos~np!sinS np

2 D

3sinS npb

2a D cosS npx

a D sinhS npy

a D
sinhS npd

a D . ~20!

In Eq. ~20!, a stands for the sum of the electrode width~v!
and the electrode gap (b). Figure 7 shows the voltage distri-
bution with the metallic reflector’s distortion in this mode
while Fig. 8 shows the voltage distribution only in the LC
layer. For comparison, we also calculated the voltage distri-
bution of a conventional IPS cell with the same IPS electrode
and cell configuration, except without aluminum reflector.
Results are plotted in Fig. 9. Our results are consistent to
those reported in Ref. 23. From Figs. 8 and 9, we find that
the reflector does not distort the IPS electric field too notice-
ably.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed the performances of the proposed re-
flective IPS configuration. The major advantages of the nor-
mally black R–IPS mode are: wide viewing angle, high con-
trast ratio, large cell gap tolerance, and weak color
dispersion. The drawbacks are reduced aperture ratio and
lower light efficiency. Imbedding the quarter-wave film be-
tween the LC layer and reflector is the major technical chal-
lenge.

FIG. 7. The voltage distribution between the electrodes and the reflector for
the R–IPS cell.

FIG. 8. The voltage distribution in the LC layer for the R–IPS cell.

FIG. 9. The voltage distribution for the conventional IPS cell.
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